
 

Elon Musk says Netflix and YouTube are coming to Teslas

"Netflix and drive" might become a thing now that Elon Musk revealed upcoming support for the streaming service and
YouTube on his Tesla vehicles.

Image credit: Bram Van Oost on Unsplash.

“Ability to stream YouTube & Netflix when car is stopped coming to your Tesla soon!” Musk tweeted on Saturday.

Though this may seem like a slightly dangerous distraction, Musk further tweet that the feature will be enabled once “full
self-driving is approved by regulators”.

Soon people will have the luxury of watching their favourite content while their Teslas drive them around.
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31 Jul 2019By Shereesa Moodley

“ Ability to stream YouTube & Netflix when car is stopped coming to your Tesla soon! Has an amazingly immersive,

cinematic feel due to the comfy seats & surround sound audio.— e^���� (@elonmusk) July 27, 2019 ”
“ When full self-driving is approved by regulators, we will enable video while moving— e^���� (@elonmusk) July

27, 2019 ”
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